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We study the large- Q 2 behavior of the electromagnetic form factor of the pion, which is viewed as a quark-
antiquark bound state in a (nongauge) quantum field theory. When the pion's Bethe-Salpeter wave function is 
expanded in 0(4) partial waves, it is found that the information needed about the partial-wave amplitudes is 
their scaling behavior at large momentum and the locations of their poles in the complex J plane. This 
information is determined by using the operator-product expansion, conformal invariance at short distances, 
and a regularity property that holds at least in the ladder model. The resulting behavior of the form factor is 
roughly F( Q 2)- ( Q 2)- 1, with corrections due to anomalous dimensions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The dependence of electromagnetic form factors 
on the squared four-momentum transfer Q2 as 
Q2 - oo has been the subject of much theoretical 
study. It is well known that for a spin-0 particle, 
described say in a cp 3-type theory, in lowest-order 
perturbation theory, the form factor F(Q2 )-(Q2 )-1 
as Q2 -oo. It was pointed out by a number of au-
thors/ that if the particle were regarded as com-
posite (for example, if the spin-0 particle in ques-
tion were the bound state of two spin-0 particles), 
at least within the framework of a ladder approxi-
mation to the Bethe-Salpeter equation, then F{Q2 ) 
-{Q2 )-2 as Q 2 -oo. It was recognized by Ciafaloni 
and Menotti2 that the precise behavior depended on 
the spin of the constituents making up the bound 
states and possibly on how singular the interaction 
between constituents was. 
More recently, attempts have been made to study 
the asymptotic behavior of form factors in a more 
model-independent manner using the notion of con-
fo:·mal invariance as a guide. 3 •4 These investi-
gations have given a variety of answers. 
In the present paper we study the problem of the 
electromagnetic form factor of a pseudoscalar 
particle of mass M (called a pion) composed of 
two spin-t constituents (quarks). The principal 
contribution to the form factor comes from what 
is called the disconnected graph [see Fig. 2(a)], 
where the pion disintegrates virtually into its 
spin-t constituents, one of which absorbs the large 
momentum transfer from the electromagnetic cur-
rent and then re-forms with the unstruck quark to 
reconstitute the final pion. The fundamental in-
gredients needed for the evaluation then are the 
pion wave function, the propagator for the quarks, 
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and their electromagnetic vertex. 
To analyze these components of the computation 
we introduce an 0(4) expansion of the pion wave 
function in Sec. II and discuss the extension of the 
"partial-wave amplitudes" to complex angular 
momenta. We utilize this expansion to carry out 
part of the loop integration implied by Fig. 2(a) 
(Sec. ill). The remaining computation then leans 
heavily on an analysis of the operator-product ex-
pansion for two fermion fields and the restrictions 
imposed on this expansion by conformal invariance 
(Sec. IV). It is necessary to assume that the be-
havior of the wave function when one quark is far 
off the mass shell and the other quark has fixed q2 
is the same as that obtained from conformal in-
variance, although conformal invariance is strictly 
applicable only when q2 is much larger than any 
mass squared. The final evaluation of the form 
factor is given in Sec. V and a summary of our 
results together with a comparison with those of 
others is given in Sec. VI. In an appendix the in-
tricacies associated with the quark propagator and 
electromagnetic vertex modifications are treated 
in some detail. We refer occasionally to results 
obtained from a ladder-model calculation which 
will be published elsewhere. 5 
II. THE PION WAVE FUNCTION 
Definition and symmetries 
We begin with the definition and symmetry prop-
erties of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function of the 
pion bound state. 
Our notation is as follows: The metric tensor is 
g,..v =diag(-1, 1, 1, 1); y matrices obey {y,., ,Yv} =2g,..v, 
y~-'t =g,vyv for J1. = 0, 1, 2, 3; y4 = +i y0 , ljj =lji ty4 ; p 
=y"g,..vPv; y 5 =y 1 y 2 y 3y 4 ; states are covariantly 
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normalized to (PIP') =(21T)3 2E<'i( P'- P). 
We consider the pion to be a bound state of mass 
M of a spin-t quark of type A and a spin-t anti-
quark of type B. [The SU(3) and color symmetry 
properties of the quark are suppressed.] The 
Bethe-Salpeter wave function of the pion is then 
(see Fig. 1) 
Xcxa(qu+Pu,qu)= J dxelq•x(OIT{lf!',:l(O)~\fl(x)}IPu). 
(2.1) 
This wave function can be continued off the pion 
mass shell, P 2 =-l'vl 2 , by defining 
XcxB (qu + pu' qu) 
= 1 Jd4xd4yel(q•x+P•y) 
G</J(p2) 
x(OI T{lfi',:>(o)~~l(x)rpt(y)}l O), 
(2.2) 
where rp(x) is any convenient pion interpolating 
field [normalized so that (0 I rp(x) I pv) =eiP• x] and 
G</J(P2) is the corresponding pion propagator. 
One can also define an off-shell wave function 
appropriate for a final-state pion by (see Fig. 1) 
(2.3) 
X:cxa(qu,qu+Pu)= J dxe-iq•x(pviT{lf!~>(x)"W'>(o)}IO). 
(2.4) 
The wave functions x and x are related by PT 
p-
Q•P 
X 
p-
Q 
FIG. 1. The Bethe-Salpeter wave functions x and x. 
in variance: 
XBa(qu +Pu' qv) =-Tact' Xa 1 B1 (qv, qv +Pv) T- 1 B• B' 
(2.5) 
where T =iy 1 y 3 is the usual time-reversal matrix 
with Tyll T- 1 =y11 T. The factor -1 here is the pion 
parity. 
0( 4) expansion 
The wave function x(qv +Pv, qv) is an analytic 
function of the complex 4-vectors q v and pv (in 
a certain region of qu ,Pv). We will be largely 
concerned with x evaluated at Euclidean points, 
where q\ q2 , q3,P1,P2,P3 are real and q0 , and P 0 
are imaginary. At such points x transforms simply 
under the roation group in four dimensions, 0(4), 
which rotates, for example, the vectors (q 1, q2, q3, 
iq0 ). We will make use of the expansion of x in 
representation functions of 0(4). The basis func-
tions that we choose are 
G} (qv ,Pv) =i y 5(-2)" q-J {q ll1• • • q".r }{P"1 •' • P",} 
=iy 5{-1)" P "UJ(P · q), 
G:J.(qv,Pv) =i [ycx,YB]ys(-2)"-lq-J 
x{q Ill,', q ll.r-lqcx}{Pill',. P,.J-1 P a} 
-"[~ ':1:) (-1)J ./ I -,-
-t /,q ')1 5 2 J P UJ(P q), 
G] (q v, pv) =ycxy 5( -2)" q-(J-1) { q 111 • , , q llJ-l} (2. 6) 
x{Pil1• • •P11,_1Pcx} 
(-lV ....~[- - - '2: - -
=-J-r J'y 5 U~(P·q)-qy 5 U~_ 1(P·q)], 
Gj (q v' pv) =y a ')Is( -2)"+lq-(.T+l){q Ill' ' • q fl.r q"} 
x{Pill. '•Pil,} 
(-l)J -:z - - - - -
=- J+ 1 P"[qy 5 U~+l(P·q)-/y 5 U~(P·q)]. 
Here { } indicates that the tensor inside is to be 
made traceless and symmetric. The function 
u,(cose) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second 
kind,6 
sin[(J+1)e] 
UJ (cose) = . e , Sill 
and U~=dUJ/dcose. We have defined P =(Pu Pu) 112 , 
fr=Pv/P, and similarly for q,qv. 
These 0(4) basis functions and the traceless 
symmetric operation { } are discussed more fully 
in Ref. 7. There it is also shown that these func-
tions G} are a complete set of functions for the 
expansion of a wave function of a pseudoscalar 
particle evaluated at Euclidean momenta. Thus 
we can write 
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"" 4 
x(qv +P' qV) = L :Lx}(q2,p2 )G} (qv ,Pv). 
.1=0 1=1 
(2. 7) 
(Actually the sum for i = 2 and 3 should begin at 
J = 1; we ensure this by taking X~= X~= 0.) 
We also expandx(qv+Pv,qv) using the relation 
(2.5): 
"" 4 X (qv, qv + p ~ =- L L x}(q2,p2) r-1G} (qV,pV)TT. 
.r:o «=1 
(2.8) 
[The factors P" in the definition of the basis func-
tions have been chosen so that the partial-wave 
amplitudes x}(q2,P2 ) will not have a branch point 
at P 2 = 0, which would introduce complications into 
the analytic continuation from Euclidean values 
of P 2 back to P 2 = -M2. The factors of i have been 
chosen so that the x} will be real at P 2 = - M 2 • 8 The 
factors (-1)" have been chosen so that when the 
x} are analytically continued into the complex J 
plane as discussed below they will be well behaved 
as I ImJ l-oo. Finally, the overall normalizations 
of the G} are essentially arbitrary.] 
The complex I plane 
The 0(4) expansion of the Bethe-Salpeter wave 
function that we have used has, of course, been 
defined for integer values of the "angular momen-
tum" J. Furthermore, we have assumed that the 
angle e defined by case = q · P is real. The expan-
sion converges inside an ellipse in the complex 
case plane which has foci at± 1. This result is 
strictly analogous to the more familiar 0(3) ex-
pansion of a scattering amplitude in terms of Le-
gendre polynomials. As in that case, the size of 
the ellipse is dictated by the location of the nearest 
singularity in the case plane. For our application 
to form factors we shall require the behavior of the 
wave function x(P +q, q) in a regime where P • q 
-oo, and as a result the 0(4) expansion as it stands 
is not very useful. Furthermore, as a purely 
mathematical technique, to evaluate the form fac-
tor we shall find it very useful to make a Som-
merfeld-Watson transformation and then will re-
quire the "partial-wave amplitudes" x} (q2 ) for 
complex J values. We turn, therefore, to an ap-
propriate definition of the x} (q2 ) for complex J. 
We begin by studying what we have called xJ, 
which is defined by 
P"x]=gj= ~~~); J an.[tTr(y 5 x)]u.~(P·q), 
(2.9) 
where we have used the fact that 
sin(J + 1)e 
Gj=i(-P)"U,(cose)y 5, U.r(cose) = . n smu 
together with the orthogonality relation 
Later we shall give the definitions of the other 
x} (q2 ), but for now we shall concentrate on gj (q2 ), 
which we write simply as g.r, suppressing the q2 
dependence. Writing t Tr(-iY 5 X) as F(cose), we 
can see immediately that the defining integral 
(2.10) 
does not provide a suitable continuation for com-
plexJ. Aside from the factor of (-1)", which will 
turn out to be useful, the real problem comes 
from the U .r (cos e), which leads to a g.r which grows 
exponentially for large positive or negative im-
aginary J. This behavior would prevent a useful 
Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. This be-
havior is quite analogous to the fact that the fami-
liar 0(3) partial-wave amplitude f 1 defined by 
1+1 f 1 =t _1 d(cose)P1(cose)F(cose) 
is not appropriate for extension into the complex 
l plane (P1 is a Legendre polynomial, and F is the 
scattering amplitude). 
Now we recall that we obtain a good analytic 
continuation by using the fact that F has a disper-
sion representation 
f ., dz A(z) F(cose) = - , · 
1 1T Z- COSu 
Substituting this into the definition of f 1 , we find 
first for integer l 
f., dz f 1 = -A(z)Q1(z), 
1 1T 
where Q1 (z) is a Legendre function of the second 
kind. This so-called Froissart-Gribov definition 
of a partial-wave amplitude provides a definition 
of f 1 for complex l provided Re l is sufficiently 
large. We follow precisely the same procedure 
for the 0(4) expansion. 
We must first write a dispersion relation that 
expresses the dependence of the Bethe-Salpeter 
wave function x(P +q, q) on the variable (P +q)2. 
To derive the desired representation in the case 
p 2 = -M 2 , return to the definition of x as a time-
ordered product and remark that for q2 spacelike 
we may write it as 
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since 
and the last term vanishes when the integration 
over x is carried out. In a frame in which Po q = 0 
we may write 
exp(iq ox) =exp[ -iq0 x 0 +i(q02+q2)112n ox), 
where ii is a unit vector in the direction of q. Note 
that we have reverted to the Minkowski world. The 
causal structure of the anti commutator, the fac-
tor of 8(-x 0 ), and the fact that with q2 >0 (space-
like) there are no growing exponentials as q0 
ranges from - oo to oo make it trivial to establish 
a dispersion in the variable q0 or (what is the same) 
- q o P. 9 This argument applies for P 2 = - M 2, or, 
by a slight extension, for any P 2 • 
We should, of course, fuss with the Dirac in-
dices, but we may obviously imagine expressing 
x as 
x(P +q, q) = iy sF 1 ( (P +q)2, q2, p2) 
+ i[P, fi ]ysFa + RYs Fs+fiy5 F 4 (2.11) 
and writing our dispersion relations for the F 1• We 
have then for F H which is the only one which enters 
our definition of g} (dropping the index 1), 
1 ("" FD(p2,q2,P2) 
F((P+q)2,q2,p2))=-:;;:- Jm2dp2 p2+(P+q)2-i€' 
(2.12) 
where the lower limit corresponds to the mass of 
one of our "quarks." Finally we return to the 
Wick-rotated world and the -if. plays no role. 
We now substitute this representation into our 
definition of the partial-wave amplitude g, and 
obtain 
(2.13) 
where 
J u,(cose) I,(w) = dO coshw +cosO' (2.14) 
cosh w = (p 2 +P2 +q2 )/2Pq. 
To evaluate I.r (w) most simply we recall the gen-
erating function for the polynomials u., (cosO), 
namely 
"" (1 +a2+2acose)- 1 = L (-1)LaLUL(cose), a< 1. 
L=O 
Writing a= e- w we note that 
., 
(coshw +cose)-1 = 2 L (-1)LaL+1 UL(cose) 
L=O 
so that I., (w) becomes 
l.r (w) = 87T 't ( -1)LaL+1 J" dB sin2 8 U.r (cos8)UL (coslJ) 
0 L=O 
=87T:t(-1)LaL+1 £'" d8sin(J+1)8sin(L+1)8 
L=O 0 
=47T :t (-1)LaL+1 J"" dB [cos(J -L)e 
L=O O 
- cos(J +L +2)8] 
~ 
= 47Ta L ( -1)LaL+ l(oL." - oL, -.r -2). 
L=O 
Thus 
I.,=47T2(-1)" e-(J+l)w, J::;;,O 
= -41T2(-1)" e(J+1>w, J~-2. 
Now, of course, g, was originally defined for posi-
tive integer J and we could have instantly used the 
orthogonality relation for the U's to obtain the 
above J::;;, 0 result. Our purpose in giving the tor-
tuous evaluation is that the formal relation 
I, (w) = -L., _2(w) 
suggests the corresponding one for the g ,' s. This 
so-called Lorentz symmetry for the partial-wave 
amplitudes will, in fact, be established below. 
From our I.,(w) for positive integer J we find for 
g., the result 
(2.15) 
where, we recall, coshw=(p 2 +P 2 +q2)/2Pq. Notice 
that as p 2 -oo with q2 fixed, 
eW-- 1+ +ooo • p2 ( q2+p2 ) 
Pq p2 
Thus, if FD-a1(q2,P2) (p2)"1 as p2-oo with q2 fixed, 
then Eq. (2.15) provides a satisfactory definition 
of g., in the entire half-plane ReJ>Jl' Notice that 
this definition makes g., well behaved as I ImJ 1-oo. 
Suppose that F D behaves like 
al(q2,p2) (p2)"1+o 0, +aN-1(q2,p2) (p2)"N-1 
+fR(q2,p2,p2), 
whereJ1 >J2 >·· ·>JN andfR falls off faster than 
(p2)"N asp-co. Then the analytically continued 
partial-wave amplitude g, (or xJ) will be mero-
morphic in the half-plane Re J>J N• with poles at 
J=Ja(a=1, ... ,N-1)andatJ=Ja-1, etc. Thus, 
the locations and residues of poles of the partial-
wave amplitudes g .r (q2 ) in the complex J plane pro-
vide a direct transcription of the powers J a of p 2 
and the corresponding coefficients a that occur in 
the asymptotic expansion of F D as p 2 -oo with q2 
fi"~Ced. 
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We turn now to a discussion of the symmetry 
relation alluded to above, namely 
g,= -g_,_2 
for integer J. This is quite like the Mandelstam 
symmetry in the 0(3) case, which is, in fact, a 
formal consequence of the Froissart-Gribov defi-
nition, namely 
fr =f-r-1• l =half integer 
since we have the relation 
1T cot1TlP1(z) = Q1 (z) - Q_1_ 1(z), 
and thus Q1 =Q_1_ 1 for half-integer l. There does 
not appear to be a correspondingly simple argu-
ment, even of a formal nature, for our situation. 
We are deeply indebted to Loyal Durand for show-
ing us some unpublished work in collaboration with 
P. Fishbane and L. Simmons that treats Lorentz 
symmetry in great detail for scattering amplitudes. 
We are concerned with a somewhat simpler form 
of the problem treated by these authors. 
We begin by reconsidering the integral we called 
I,(w) (Eq. (2.14)), but now we allow J to take on 
arbitrary complex values. We write it now as 
I(J) J" u,(cosO) 
--= d() sin29 _ _::_.;__ __ _ 
47T 0 cosh w +cos() 
l " sinO sin(J + 1)9 =!. d() ------:--
2 _, cosh w +cosO 
1" cosJ()- cos(J + 2)9 - 1 d() --------
-4 _, coshw +cos() 
,.. eue _ ei<.T+2)e 
=t l, dO coshw +cosO · 
We write this as 
(2.17) 
where g, is the extension of the partial-wave amp-
litude to complex J that we introduced earlier (Eq. 
(2.15)] andg, may be written in terms of F((P 
+q) 2 ) [Eq. (2.12)] as 
g,= ~ fdxx"-l(l-x2)F(Pa+qa-2Pq 1;;2), 
where 
F(K 2 ) =F(K2 +iE) +F(K2 -iE). 
This may be rewritten by a change of integration 
variable as 
g,= _1_ ("" dp2e-(J+l)wF(-p2), 
1TPq )-(P-q)a 
(2.18) 
Assume ReJ> -1 and write z =e19 ; the integral 
becomes a contour integral over a unit circle 
counterclockwise from -l-iE to -1 +iE. We take 
I argz I <7T. The contour may be distorted into one 
running from -1 - iE around the origin and back to 
-1 + iE, appropriately avoiding the singularity at 
z =- e-w. With a little care, one finds 
I(J) 
--=1T COS1TJ e-(J+l,)w 
41T 
where P means the principal-value instruction at 
x =e-w. Note that for integer J the second term 
vanishes and we recover our old answer for I, (w). 
Consider now the quantity a(J) defined by 
1 J sin(J + 1)9 
a(J) = 27T 2 dOF(cosO) sinO (2.16) 
which except for a factor of (-1)" is justg, ifJ is 
integral [see Eq. (2.10)]. Here we want it for 
arbitrary J with only the initial restriction ReJ 
> -1. Evidently a(J) is an entire function of J 
since the integration extends over a finite region, 
and, barring pathological behavior of F, there 
can be no singularities in the finite J plane. Next 
we substitute the dispersion representation (2.12) 
for F and use the above result for I(J) and find 
where P, q stand for the magnitudes of our Eucli-
dean four-vectors and where again the formal re-
lation between p 2 and w used earlier obtains: 
pa+Pa+q2 
coshw = 2Pq 
We now notice that the relation (2.17) can be ex-
tended by analytic continuation to the entire domain 
of analyticity of g, and g,. From the original defi-
nition, (2.16), of a(J) we observe the symmetry 
relation a(J) +a( -J- 2) = 0. Thus Eq. (2.17) im-
plies 
COS1TJ(g, +g _,_ 2 ) =- Sin1TJ(g, -g _,_ 2 ). 
At integer values of J, sin1TJ vanishes. Thus one 
obtains the Lorentz symmetry relation 
(2.19) 
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provided thatg1 has no poles at integer values of J. 
According to the representation (2.18), g1 will 
have a pole on integer value of J, say J = - N, if 
the asymptotic expansion of F((q+P)2,q2,P2) for 
(q +P)2-oo contains a term10 a(q2,P2) [(q+P) 2]-N. 
We are imagining a world of anomalous dimensions, 
so we here assume that F does not contain any 
terms that fall like integer powers of (q + P )2 • On 
this assumption the Lorentz symmetry condition 
(2.19) holds. 
We close this section with the appropriate ex-
tension to complex J of the remaining partial-
wave amplitudes x} (i = 2, 3, 4) and their Lorentz 
symmetry conditions. In terms of the decompo-
sition of x in terms of Fu ... , F 4 [Eq. (2.11)] we 
find, using our basis functions G} and recursion 
relations among the U1 (cose), the following re-
lations for integer J (we repeat the definition of 
x} for completeness): 
x}=rJ g}, 
(2.20) 
where 
(2.21) 
Assuming a dispersion relation for each of the in-
variant amplitudes F;, we can evidently write the 
appropriate extension of the g~ into the complex J 
plane in terms of the weight functions in the dis-
persion relations, just as we did in detail for g}. 
Then Eq. (2.20) provides the definitions of x~ for 
complex J. Assuming that no integer-power fall-
off occurs in the F 0 the functions g~ will all obey 
the Lorentz symmetry equation 
(2.22) 
for integer J. By combining Eqs. (2.20) and (2.22) 
one derives the following relations for the x} at 
integer J: 
pJ x} + p-J- 2 x:1-2 = o, 
(J + 2)PJ X~ -Jp-J-2 X~J-2 = 0' 
(J + 1)P xi -Jp-J-2 x:1-2 = o. 
(2.23) 
These relations play an important role in our evalu-
ation of the pion form factor F(Q2 ): They ensure 
that the asymptotic expansion of F(Q2 ) for Q2 -oo 
does not contain any terms that fall like integer 
powers of Q 2• 
III. THE LOOP INTEGRAL 
The form factor F(Q2 ) of the pion is defined in 
terms of the matrix element of the electromagnetic 
current by 
(3.1) 
where (/ =P'"- P". It contains a disconnected 
contribution [Fig. 2(a)] and a connected contribu-
tion [Fig. 2(b)], which contains all of the remaining 
graphs. Each contribution is separately gauge in-
variant, as will be shown below. 
The analysis in this paper is confined to the dis-
connected graph. As we will see, the dominant 
contributions to the disconnected graph can be 
thought of as arising from two regions in the loop 
integration: (1) the short-distance region, in which 
q2 , (q+P) 2 , and (q+P 1) 2 are all large, and (2) the 
"wave-function pole" region in which only (q +P) 2 
is large. We give a carefUl analysis of the con-
tributions from these two regions in this paper. 
We also developed power-counting methods, of 
somewhat questionable validity, for calculating 
these contributions for the disconnected graph. 
These power-counting methods give results in 
agreement with the results of this paper for the 
disconnected graph. When we apply these same 
power-counting methods to the connected graph, 
Fig. 2(b), we find that the connected and discon-
nected graphs contribute the same leading powers 
of Q2 to the asymptotic expansion of F( Q2). Thus 
we expect that careful examination of the discon-
nected graph alone is sufficient to determine the 
correct behavior of F(Q2 ). However, the careful 
determination of the behavior of the connected 
FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the pion form factor. 
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graph remains an open problem. 
In order to keep the initial discussion as simple 
as possible, we make two replacements in the 
disconnected graph. The full inverse quark propa-
gator is replaced by a free inverse propagator 
(iq+m) and the full electromagnetic vertex func-
tion of the quark is replaced by the bare vertex 
y''. The calculation using these approximations 
(There is, of course, another term in which the 
current acts on the antiquark line. This term can 
be treated in the same manner, and yields the 
same asymptotic behavior, as the term we con-
sider.) For x one can substitute -T- 1 xTT [see 
Eq. (2.5)]. 
One can easily show that this expression is gauge 
invariant by taking the transpose of the matrix in 
curly brackets, then using the properties of T to 
restore the matrix to its original form except for 
the interchange of P and P'. Thus the expression 
must be proportional to the symmetric combina-
tion P'" + P", which is also gauge invariant. The 
same argument may be used if the full propagator 
and vertex functions are included. (One uses PT 
in variance to show that TS- 1(q )T-1 = [S-1(q )]T and 
Tr" (P +q, P'+q)T- 1 = r" (P' +q, p +q)T .) 
Multiplying Eq. (3.1) by P,. and using the expres-
sion (3.2) for the current matrix element, one 
finds 
2 
F(Q2 ) =- Q2 + 4 1\1 2 (211Y 4 
X J d4q Tr{Px(qv +Pv, qv)[i,j +m] 
xx(q v' qv + P'v)}. (3. 3) 
illustrates most of the essential physics of the 
problem and yields almost the correct answer. 
In the Appendix we will show how to extend the 
method of calculation to include the quark propa-
gator and vertex corrections. 
Thus, the amplitude to be investigated in this 
section is 
(3.2) 
Wick rotation 
We wish to evaluate F(Q2 ) as Q2-ao, We begin 
by making a Wick rotation of11 the d4 q integration: 
where q4 =iq0 is real after rotation of the integra-
tion contour counterclockwise through an angle of 
1T /2. In order to rotate the q0 integration contour 
without meeting any cuts in the q0 plane it is neces-
sary to simultaneously analytically continue the 
amplitude to Euclidean values of the pion momenta 
P" and P'"· We can do this with impunity because 
we have defined the wave functions x off shell. 
After we have transformed the qv integration into 
a more tractable form, but before we take the 
Q2 -ao limit, we will continue back to the pion mass 
shell, P 2 =P'2 = -M 2• 
Thus, after Wick rotation we have 
F =- Q2:iM2 (21T)-4l"' qadq J dQ~ Tr{f' x(qv +Pv, qv )[iq+m]x(qv, qv +P'v )}, 
where dQ~ is the surface area differential on a unit sphere in four dimensions. 
(3.4) 
0( 4) expansion 
We now substitute -T-1 xTT for x in the expression (3.4) for the form factor and insert the 0(4) expansion 
(2. 7) for the two pion wave functions. Let q= (q 2 ) 112, q"/q, with corresponding definitions for P, P', P", 
and P'". Then 
2(21T)-2 l'" .. 4 
F =- Q2+4M2 o qadqPq L _L P' xJ(qa,p2)cjJ._(m/q,P ·P')P'LxJ_(qa,P,a)' 
J,L=O J, 1=1 
(3.5) 
where 
cJA (m/q,P ·P')= (2~~ 2 J dn~ Tr{.foc~(qv ,.z>v )[iq +m/q] r- 1 cJ._ (qv,p,v)TT}. (3.6) 
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The angular integral and trace for C Ji can be calculated in closed form. One begins by noting that 
G}_(qu,p,u) has the form 
Gl(qu,fi,u) =Gl(qu)~l·. ·~L{P~l·. ·P~L}' 
14 
where G~1 ' ··~Lis traceless and symmetric in J.l 1 • • • f.l.L. The factor {P~1 • • • P~L} can be taken out of the 
integral, and the remaining integration must yield a traceless symmetric tensor constructed only from 
P". Thus C Jl must have the form 
A A 2L A A A A 
Cil (m/q P·P')=--Dil (m/q){P"'t· · · P"'L}{P' • · · P' } JL ' L+l JL "'t "'L 
or 
(3. 7) 
where, as before, 
U ( ll) sin[(L+l)ll] 
L cos sinO (3.8) 
is a Cpeby~hev polynomial of the second kind. 12 Now DYL(m/q) can be evaluated by considering the special 
case P'"=P: 
DYL(m/q)=CYL(m/q, 1). 
One can easily show that 
DYL(m/q) =DijJ(m/q) 
by taking the transpose of the matrix in curly brackets in Eq. (3.6) and using the properties of the matrix 
T. Furthermore, since G~ and G}. are basis functions for representations of 0(4) and fo carries 0(4) an-
gular momentum 1, it is easy to see that DYL vanishes unless L =J ± 1. The nonvanishing integrals can be 
carried out explicitly13 and are given by 
l-
j 
... -1 
1 
J+3 
-J+l 
J+3 
J+l 
0 0 
2m J +32m 
q J+l q 
Thus, finally, setting z =P · P' /PP', 
J+22m 
- J+l q 
J+22m 
J+lq 
0 
_/+2 
J+l 
0 
0 
(3.9) 
0 
0 
F Q2 +14M 2 [- G(- 1, P 2, P'2)U0 (z)-~ G(J,P2, P'2)(PP')J•tu J•t (z)J, (3.10) 
where the first term has been written separately for later convenience and 
G(J p2 P'2)- 2 (21T)"21~d 4 ~ { j ( 2 p2)Dil ( I ) l ( 2 P'2) p2 j ( 2 p2)Dil ( I ) l ( 2 '2)} 
'' -J+2 0 qq&,xJq, J,J.,mqxJ.,q, + XJ•2q, J•2,J•lmqxJ.,q,P. 
The first term in the braces in G(J) occurs natu-
rally only for J"" 0. It can be included in G(- 1) 
because it vanishes at J =- 1, as can be verified 
by using the explicit form (3.9) of DYL and the 
"Lorentz symmetry" properties (2.23) of the wave 
functions X· 
(3.11) 
The sum over J in Eq. (3.10) is convergent in the 
Euclidean region, where z obeys - 1 <z < 1. We 
wish to analytically continue this sum so that P 2 
and P'2 are returned to their physical values, 
which gives z = 1 + Q 2 /2M2 > 1. The continuation in 
z is accomplished by writing the sum over J as a 
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Sommerfeld-Watson integral in the complex J 
plane. We will then investigate the limit z-oo. 
Thus, we will need to know how U ,(z) behaves for 
complex J and large z. 
Analytic continuation of U1 (z) 
Note that the function U,(cos9)=sin[(J+1)9]/sin9 
can be written as 
[z + (z2 _ 1)1/2]"+1_ [z + (z2 _ 1)1/ 2]-<J+ll 
U ,(z) 2(z2- 1)1' 2 
(3.12) 
The factor (z2 - 1)1 12 can be defined with a cut 
drawn from z =- 1 to z = 1, and the factor [z + (z 2 
- 1)112]"•1 can be defined with a cut drawn along 
the real axis from - oo to 1. One then notes that 
the cut in u,(z) extends only from- oo to -1, as 
the discontinuity vanishes for - 1 < z < 1. 
We are interested in the limit z-oo, for which 
the two terms in U ,(z) have different asymptotic 
forms. It is useful to separate these terms, defi-
ning 
(3.13) 
F Q2 +\M2 [- G(-1, P 2 , P'2)V0 (z} 
with the cut defined as before, extending from - oo 
to 1. Then 
(3.14) 
As lzl-oo, 
(3.15) 
Sommerfeld-Watson transformation 
We are now prepared to analytically continue to 
the physical values of P 2 and P'2 , and to extract 
the Q 2 - oo limit. Begin by substituting expression 
(3.14) for U ,(z) into the expression (3.10) for F. 
[For -1!:z!': 1, Eq. (3.14) is valid when the right-
hand side is evaluated for z above or below the 
cut. For reasons that will be seen later, we 
choose to evaluate the function V ,(z) below the 
cut.] The part of the expression for F which is 
proportional to v_,_3 will give us no trouble, and 
may be left as a sum. The part proportional to 
v,. 1 can be treated by converting the sum over J 
into a contour integral in the complex J plane by 
means of a Sommerfeld-Watson transformation: 
+ t-
1 
G(J, P 2 , P'2)(PP')"•1v_,_3(z}- f f dJG(J ~~;r2) ei<"(PP')"• 1V ,.1(z}], (3.16) 
where initially the integration contour circles the 
positive real axis from J = oo- iE around J = 0 and 
back to J=oo +iE. The factor of (-1)" (from the 
residue of simrJ) has been inserted as ei•.r so that 
the integrand is well behaved as IIrnJ!-oo. Note 
that in this limit 
J +-1 o: .:__':'n'="",.-\
ei•.rv (cose) I e-<•-Blim.r 
SimrJ e-•1 tm11 • 
The function G(J, P 2 , P'2 ) is presumably analytic 
in the right half J plane and falls off at least like 
a power for large IJ 1. Thus the contour can be 
opened up so that it runs just to the left of the 
where G(J)==G(J, -M2 , -M2). Note that the inte-
grand still falls off exponentially as I ImJ 1- oo. 
It is straightforward to check that an exponential 
falloff was maintained at all stages during the ana-
lytic continuation. 
imaginary J axis from J =- E - ioo to J =- E + i ""· 
Until this point we were prevented from con-
tinuing the expression to physical values of pv and 
P'v by the fact that, for z > 1, V .r •1 (z) grows like 
(2z )Re.r as ReJ- oo. Now that the contour of inte-
gration has been distorted so that ReJ is fixed, 
this problem no longer arises. To carry out the 
continuation, it is convenient to first set P'2 =P2 • 
One then continues to P 2 = P'2 =- M2 by reversing 
the Wick rotation, which means that the phase of 
P 2 decreases from 0 to - 1T. It follows that Irnz < 0 
during the continuation, which is why we have de-
fined V .r •1 (z) by its value below the cut. The con-
tinuation is then straightforward, yielding 
(3.1 7} 
Displacement of the contour 
The next step is to displace the integration con-
tour of Eq. (3.17) some distance to the left (to, 
say, ReJ=-N-t). Wewillargueinthenextsec-
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tion that G(J) has poles in the left half J plane. 
When the contour has been moved past such a "dy-
namical" pole at J =J "" a contribution 
2 [ ]1T(M2)J+l VJa•t(1+Q2/2M2) 
F 01 (Q ) =- ResG(J) . J Q2 4M2 J=J a Sln1T 01 + 
(3.18) 
from the integral around the pole must be included 
However, the function G(J) has a reflection prop-
erty (M2)"J-2G(-J- 2) =- (M2)J-2G(J- 2) for integer 
values J = 0, 1, 2,.... This property is a consese-
quence of the Lorentz reflection properties, Eq. 
(2.23), of the x;(q2,P2) that appear in G(J). 14 This 
leads to a cancellation of all the terms in F 1nt(Q 2) 
except for the last sum for values of the index J 
?.N- 1. (These surviving terms will of course 
disappear one by one if N is increased.) Thus, the 
fixed integer-power terms all cancel out; the as-
ymptotic form of F(Q 2) is determined entirely by 
the "dynamical" poles, which in turn are deter-
mined by the behavior of the Bethe-Salpeter wave 
function. 
As Q 2 - oo the background integral falls off faster 
than the pole terms F 01 (Q 2 ). To see this note that 
IVJ(1 +Q2/2M2) I= VReJ(1 +Q2/2M2), SO 
1 
IB(N; Q2) I:::; Q2+ 4M2 v_N•1/2(1+Q2/2M2)I 
_ (Q2)"N-ti2J as Q2-oo, 
where 
I=t ( idJ ~2J[(M2)JG(J) )ReJ=-N-1/2 Sln1T 
+ (M2)"J-4G(-J- 4)] I· 
In conclusion, we have found in this section that 
the form factor can be written as a sum of pole 
terms plus a background contribution: 
(3.20) 
where F,(Q 2 ) [Eq. (3.18)] falls off like (Q 2)Ja and 
B(N, Q2) (Eq. (3.19)] falls off at least as fast as 
(Q2)"N-t/ 2• The pole terms arise from the poles 
(at positions J=J01 ) of an integral G(J, -M2, -M2) 
[Eq. (3.11)] over the wave functions x~(q2, -M2). 
in F(Q2). This contribution falls off like (Q 2)Jcx as 
Q2 - oo. Thus the rightmost poles in G(J) generate 
the asymptotically dominant pieces of F(Q2). 
There are also contributions to F(Q2) arising 
from the poles of sin1rJ at J= -1,- 2, .... These 
terms can be combined with the other terms of Eq. 
(3 .17), which also involve integer values of J, to 
give a contribution 
We could close the section at this point, but the 
final answer can be expressed more neatly if we 
first apply the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation 
to the surviving terms in F int(Q 2): 
By a redefinition of the variable of integration, 
this term can be combined with the other integral 
over the contour at ReJ = -N- ~. to yield a single 
"background" integral: 
(3.19) 
It now remains to investigate the poles in J and the 
large-q2 behavior of these wave functions. 
IV. STRUCTURE OF THE WAVE FUNCTION 
In the previous section it was shown that the as-
ymptotic behavior of the pion form factor is de-
termined by the leading poles in the function G(J), 
defined by the integral shown in Eq. (3.11). In this 
section we will discuss the properties of the wave 
function which must be known in order to find the 
location of these poles. The poles will arise from 
two different mechanisms. 
The first mechanism is a divergence of the in-
tegral at large q2 • The location of these "short 
distance" poles is determined by the large-q2 be-
havior of x~(q2), which in turn is determined by 
the leading terms in the operator-product expan-
sion for lj;(O)IiJ(x). Thus, the location of the "short 
distance" poles will be expressed in terms of the 
anomalous dimensions of the operators which ap-
pear in the expansion. 
The second mechanism is the presence of poles 
in the wave function x~(q2). As discussed in Sec. 
II [following Eq. (2.15) ], these poles are deter-
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mined by the behavior of X (q" + P', q") as (q + P) 2 
-oo with q2 fixed. Thus, in terms of the original 
loop integral in Minkowski space, these terms 
correspond to the region of integration in which 
only one leg is far off the mass shell. Unfortu-
nately, we are unable to reliably determine the 
behavior of the wave function in this limit. If q2 
were also asymptotic, then the form of the wave 
function would be governed by conformal invari-
ance, and the necessary limit could be extracted. 
In order to obtain an answer, we will have to as-
sume that even for modest q2 the behavior of the 
wave function as (q + P)2 - oo is the same as the be-
havior of the conformally invariant wave function. 
More precisely, the conformally invariant wave 
function is a linear sum of computable functions 
X~~nrormai, 8 (q" +P", q"), corresponding to the dif-
ferent operators s which appear in the operator-
product expansion. We assume that as (q +P)2 - oo 
with q2 fixed 
Xaa(q" + P", q")-~X~~nformal, S(q" +P", q")/ya(S, q"). 
(4.1) 
[We allow for a matrix factor on the right because 
we know that Xaa has a physical (i.e., massive) 
propagator on the leg of momentum q, while 
+ .... 
Here S is a local operator with J 0 (S) tensor indi-
ces, S(x),.1 ... ,.J , that is symmetric and traceless 
in those indice~. For instance, one possible S is 
'¢(x)y5{B,. • • · a,.J }1/I(X). The operators S1J> are 
formed from S by differentiating J -J0 times and 
taking the traceless symmetric part: 
{4.3) 
Since we are expanding the time-ordered product 
of the two fields, xP is to be interpreted as (x"x,. 
+iE)PI 2 • The exponentp{S) is to be chosen by di-
mension counting so that the remaining functions 
C~(S;x2) approach constants C~(S) as x 2 -0: 
{4.4) 
x~~nrormai has a massless propagator. Of course it 
is likely that /y8{ s, q") does more than simply cor-
rect for the propagator.] We emphasize that we 
know of no model- independent proof of the regu-
larity property (4.1). Thus, we, along with Callan 
and Gross3 and MenottV must adopt Eq. (4.1) as 
an assumption in order to proceed. 
In view of the evident ad hoc nature of regularity 
assumption (4.1), we have investigated its validity 
using the ladder-model Bethe-Salpeter equation 
with scalar-gluon exchange. In this model we are 
able to compute the positions and residues of the 
rightmost poles of x~(q2). We find that the wave 
function does satisfy Eq. {4.1). We will report on 
this investigation in a separate publication.5 
It is worthwhile to note that if further analysis 
should indicate that x~{q2) is not quite as nicely be-
haved as indicated by the ladder model (so that, 
for instance, poles become cuts), it would be an 
easy matter to insert the improved information 
about the wave function into Eq. {3.17) to find how 
F(Q2 ) is modified. 
Operator-product expansion 
We now begin the analysis of x~(q2) for large q 2 
by writing down the operator-product expansion15 
for two Dirac fields: 
(4.2) 
where d 8 and d0 are the dimensions of S,. ..... and 1 Jo 
1/1, respectively. 
There is a sum over possible operators s. The 
dots indicate other terms in the operator-product 
expansion that do not contribute to the Bethe- Sal-
peter wave function (OI T{I/I(O)if(x)}IP). (The non-
contributing terms involve operators that either 
have the wrong parity or are not fully symmetric 
in their indices.) 
Implications of conformal invariance 
If we taker= 0 in the coefficients C~(S, r) we 
obtain16• 17• 3 the coefficients C~(S) of the massless 
theory (in our case, the massless iiPI/IcJ> theory) 
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evaluated at the fixed point of the renormalization 
group. 18 Since this massless theory is conformal-
ly invariant, there must be relations among the 
coefficients C~ (8) that reflect conformal invar-
iance. These relations can be derived by applying 
the methods developed by Ferrara, Grillo, and 
Gatto19 for the operator-product expansion of two 
scalar fields. 
We commute the conformal generator Kv with 
both sides of the operator-product expansion. On 
the left-hand side we use 
[ T{I/J(O)~(x)}, Kv] 
we insert the operator-product expansion for 
T{I/J(O)~(x)} and apply the differential operator in-
dicated to the x's andy matrices in each term. On 
and 
We note immediately that the four recursion 
equations in four unknowns break up into two sets 
of two equations, one for C~, C~ and one for 
CL Cj. This is consistent with the requirement of 
chiral invariance that C~(S) = C~(S) =0 for even-
chirality operators Sand C~(S) = cj(g) = 0 for odd-
chirality operators s. (One proves this rule by 
noting that the zero-mass ~1/!<1> theory is invariant 
under the chiral transformation U with u- 11/JU=y51fl, 
lr 1~U=-'ify 5 , u- 1</>U=-¢. Thus 
lr 1 T{ lji(O)i)j(x)}U =- y 5T{1fl(O)i)j(x)}y s· 
When we insert the operator-product expansion 
for T{.p(O)i)j(x)} we learn that the sign of the y-ma-
trix part of each term under r - - y 5 Ty 5 must be 
the same as the sign of the operator s< J) under 8< J) 
- lT 18<J)u, or else the coefficient C~(S) of that 
term must vanish.) 
The recursion equations are easily solved, but 
we can see where the poles in J of the solutions 
are even without solving the equations. We assume 
that C~(8) is analytic in the right half J plane, and 
use the recursion equations to continue C~ into the 
left-hand plane in steps of t:.J =- 1. Poles in C~ 
the right-hand side we use 
[ 8~;'! .. " 'KV] = 2i(J - J oHJ + d s - 1){ 8~/.-.1! " t:. } '
.. 1 '"J .. 1 '"J-1 '"J 
where the traceless-symmetric operation on the 
right-hand side applies to the indices Jl, but not to 
v. We then collect the results into terms that 
transform under the various irreducible represen-
tations of the Lorentz group, ignore those repre-
sentations that do not contribute to matrix ele-
ments between the one-pion state and the vacuum, 
and in each remaining term ignore pieces that are 
of higher order in x2 • This gives us four recursion 
relations for the four sets of coefficients C~(8), 
C~(S), C~(S), and Cj(8) that correspond to each 
independent operator. (The details of this calcula-
tion, including a treatment of mixed symmetry op-
erators that do not contribute to the pion wave 
function, will be given in a separate publication. 20) 
The four recursion equations are 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
occur at those points J 3 where the matrix in the 
recursion equation becomes singular (and at J 3 -1, 
J s -2, etc.). 
In the case of an odd-chirality operatorS, the 
nonzero coefficients are C~ and C~. They become 
singular when 
(2J+ds -Jo)2-1=0; 
that is, when J =J ~ , where 
Js =+~- Hds -J0(S)] (4. 7) 
orwhenJ=-i-Hds -J0(S)], which isJ=J 8 -1. 
(There are double poles at J s - 1, J 8 - 2, ... ; these 
lead to logQ2 factors in the expansion of the form 
factor.) 
In a gljj¢¢ theory the lowest-twist odd-chirality 
operators with nonvanishing matrix elements be-
tween the one-pion state and the vacuum are 
~(x)y 5{a11 ···all }lJ!(x), J 0=0,2,4, ... 1 Jo 
and 
~(x}y5{y,. a .. ·· ·all }1/l(x)rp(x), J 0 = 1, 3, .... 
.-1 .-2 Jo 
These ope::-ators have twist 3, so (for small anom-
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alous dimensions) d 8 -J0 ""'3 andJ 8 =+~-~(d 8 -J0) 
""' - 1. In the iiPl/!cfJ ladder model we find21 d.p = % 
and 
1 g2 
""'3+Jo- Jo+187T2 +O(g•) 
for S = ~y 5{a~ • • • aJlJ! and 
d s = 2 + [(Jo + 1)2 + g2/(27T)2)1/2 
= 3 +Jo + Jo1+ 1 8~2 + O(g•) 
for ij)y 5{y~a~ • • ·a,JlJ!cfJ. 
The residue of C~ (S) at the pole J =J s is also 
easily computed (up to a normalization constant) 
directly from the recursion equation. At J =J s the 
matrix multiplying c~ is 
This matrix annihilates the vector C1 = (2, -1). 
Thus 
Res C~(S) = constx (2, -1, 0, 0). (4.8) 
J oJ S 
Let us turn to the case of an even-chirality oper-
atorS, with corresponding nonzero coefficients 
C~ and cj. According to the recursion equation, 
these coefficients have a pole at J =J a where 
(Further poles then occur at J =J 3 - 1, J 8 - 2, 
etc.). 
(4.9) 
In a iifl/!cfJ theory the lowest-twist even-chirality 
operators that contribute to the pion wave function 
are 
These operators have twist 2, so, for small anom-
alous dimensions, d 3 -J0(S)""'2 andJ3 ""'-1. In 
the iiPl/!cfJ ladder model we find21 
ds =2+{Jo2+2Jo+2 
-2 [ (Jo+ ~)2- t2 ( 2- t2)] 1/2} 1/2 
= 2 +Jo + Jo(J~ + 1) t2 + O(g•). 
The residue at J =J s of C~(S) is not determined 
by the conformal recursion equation in the case of 
an even-chirality operator s. There are two linear-
ly independent solutions of the recursion equation, 
as in the odd-chirality case. However, the matrix 
multiplying C~(S) in the even-chirality recursion 
equation becomes identically zero at J =J 3 instead 
of annihilating just one vector C~. Thus, the two 
independent solutions have different residues. What 
linear combination of the two conformally invariant 
solutions C~ actually occurs must be determined 
by the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Using the ladder-
model BS equation we find, 21 at J =J8 , 
Res C~(S) = constx (0, O,g2/811"2, 1- (d 8 -J0 - 3)2). 
J=Js 
We can now translate our information about the 
operator-product expansion (4.2) into information 
about the pion bound-state wave function. We take 
the matrix element of the operator-product expan-
sion between the vacuum and one-pion states and 
the Fourier transform. The matrix elements of the 
operators s~~! .. ~J have the form 
(4.10) 
where(~) is a constant that depends Pnly on the 
base operator s~,· .. ~J of the series to which 
S~~.> .. 11 belongs. The 'Fourier transforms of the 
factors' x~>{xl1,. • • xi1L} are certain constants times 
q-•-L-P{q11,. • ·q11L}. Comparing the result to the 
definition Eq. (2. 7) of the partial-wave amplitudes 
x~ (q2), we can read off the q 2 - co asymptotic ex-
pansion of x~ (q2) corresponding to the x2- 0 opera-
tor-product expansion: 
)(~(q 2)- L a~(S)C~(S)q-•-J-I>(S) + • · ·, (4.11) 
8 
where the dots indicate terms of higher order in 
q 2 , p(S)=d 8 -J0 -2d.p, and 
a' (!:1) = 167T221>{ 8 >(s) r(J + 2 +~(S)) 
J r(-~(s)) ' 
a~ (S) =- 2a~ (S), 
(4.12) 
3 (S) = 16 221>{Sl(s) r(J + f + ~ (S)) 
aJ 7T r(-~(S)-~)' 
•(s) = 8 22/>(Sl(S) r(,J +t+~(S)) 
aJ 11" r(-~(S)+H 
We have found that the coefficients C~(l3) in the 
operator-product expansion have poles in the left 
half J plane. The coefficients a~(S) that arise in 
the Fourier transform to momentum space also 
have some poles in the left half J plane.22 Let us 
denote the positions of the poles of the product 
a~(S)C~(S) by J(S, n) (n = 1, 2, ... , ) , and the corre-
sponding residues by r 1 (S, n). Thus the leading 
terms in x~(q2) as q 2 - oo have the form 
~ rl(S,n) -4-J(S,n)-I>{S) (4.13) 
L.... J -J(S,n) q · 
S,n 
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This J -plane structure has been determined by 
applying conformal invariance at large values of 
q2 • As explained at the beginning of this section, 
we assume that this structure is modified only by 
multiplication on the right by a matrix function 
frs(8,qv), as shown in Eq. (4.1). Let this function 
be written as 
f(8,qV): f( 1) (8, qV) + f( 2) (8,qV)f4. 
Then note that multiplication of a wave function by 
i4 on the right has the following effect on the par-
x~(q2) =q L X~(q2)M~1 , 
J 
where the matrix Mij is defined by 
G~(qv ,Pv)if =q LMiJG~(qv ,Pv). 
J 
The matrix can be worked out explicitly using the 
identities of Appendix B of Ref. 7. and is given by 
0 0 J - (J + 1) 
. . 1 0 0 (J +2) (J + 1) 
M'J = 2(J + 1) 
- 2(J + 1) - 2(J + 1) 0 
2(J +2) -2J 0 
The assumption of Eq. (4.1) can now be rewritten as 
a direct statement about the leading poles of x~(q2): 
I 2 - "' rf(S,n)q-4-J(S ,n)-/l(S) 
XJ(q)-LJ J-J(S,n) 
s.n,J 
( 4.15) 
where x~(q2) is analytic in the region of interest, 
and as q 2 -oo, f(') -1 andqf( 2 ) -0. We are as~ 
suming that Eq. (4.15) accurately describes at least 
the leading poles (i.e., those which occur near 
J= -1). 
0 
0 
(4.14) 
It is apparent that the structure (4.15) is consis-
tent with the large-q 2 form (4.13). A number of 
possible modifications of Eq. ( 4.15) that are equal-
ly consistent with Eq. (4.13) spring to mind. One 
might imagine that the pole positions are functions 
J(q 2 ;8,n) of q 2 withJ(q2 ;8,n)-J(8,n) as q 2 - oo. 
One might also imagine that the matrices f( 1 ) oil 
+qt< 2 >M~1 that multiply the residues are more gen-
eral matrix functions Aii(S,q2 ) that tend to oil as 
q 2 - ""· There are also more exotic possibilities. 
One could easily discuss the implications for F(Q2 ) 
of any of these possibilities. However, we will re-
strict our discussion to the simplest case repre-
sented by Eq. (4.15), as suggested by the ladder 
model. 
V. EVALUATION OF THE FORM FACTOR 
We must now use our information about x~(q2) to find the poles in the integral G(J) defined in Eq. (3.11): 
GIT)-2(21T)-2 J00 dq 4~{1(2)~;1 I (2) M2J /2\nJI I (2)} IP- J+2 q LJ XJq LrJ,J+lXJ+lq - XJ+21q/LFJ,J+1XJ+1q ' 
0 i,J =1 
(5.1) 
where the matrix IY,1 J+ 1 (q 2/m 2 ) is given in Eq. 
(3.9). [Recall that a 'pole in G(J) at J =J a produces 
a term F a(Q 2) in the form factor that falls off like 
(Q 2Va as Q~- oo.] We will be concerned only with 
the leading group of poles in G(J), which occur 
near J= -1. 
Poles in G(J) can arise directly from poles in 
x~(q2) or they can arise from a divergence of the 
integral at large q2 • 
Consider first the poles in G(J) produced directly 
from poles in x~(q2) atJ=J(S,n), beginning with 
those poles associated with an odd-chirality opera-
tors. The leading such poles in x~(q 2) occur at 
J=-1-ty8 , (5.2) 
where Ys is the anomalous dimension of 8 [see Eq. 
(4. 7)]. Thus these poles in x produce poles in G(J) 
near J = - 1; they also produce poles in GV) near 
J = - 2 and J = - 3, but we do not consider these 
nonleading poles. 
The residue of x~(q 2) at one of these poles is 
given by Eq. (4.15) with 
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r 1 = constx (1, 1, 0, 0), (5.3) 
which we obtain by combining the conformal-in-
variance result (4.8) with the kinematical factors 
described by Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12). However, 
when we refer toMik[Eq. (4.14)] and d' 1 [Eq. (3.9)] 
we notice that23 
J,k 
=0. (5.4) 
Thus G(J) does not have poles at the locations J =J3 
of poles in the wave function associated with odd-
chirality operators s. 
This cancellation was first noticed by Menotti, 4 
who used a different method of calculation. (He 
actually discusses only the contribution from 
S ="if! -y5ifi, but his method can easily be generalized.) 
The cancellation can easily be seen in momentum 
space by noting that the odd-chirality part of the 
conformal-invariant wave function3• 4 has the as-
ymptotic form 
X. (q" + P", q") - {2q . p + [j>, q]} 
as (q +P)2- oo with q 2 fixed. When multiplied on the 
left by P [as it appears in Eq. (3.3) for the form 
factor], one can see immediately that the dominant 
term is canceled exactly. This cancellation is a 
property of the vector vertex function, and will not 
occur for a scalar form factor. It should also be 
noted that this cancellation depends crucially on the 
precise Dirac matrix structure of the wave function 
in the appropriate limit. If this structure were to 
be modified more than is allowed by Eq. (4.15), then 
then the cancellation would disappear, although the 
other conclusions of this paper would remain un-
changed. 
Consider now the poles in G(J) produced by poles 
in x.~ (q 2) associated with even-chirality operators. 
The leading such poles are associated with the op-
erators S=iji-y5{-yil' • • ·a)ifi and occur at 
J=-1-trs, (5.5) 
where again Ys is the anomalous dimension of s. 
Conformal invariance does not determine the resi-
due of x.~ at a pole associated with an even-chirality 
operator, so we cannot guarantee that no cancel-
lation occurs in the product x.~d 1 • However, no 
such cancellation occurs in the ladder model. Thus 
we may presume that G(J) does indeed have poles 
at the locations J = - 1 - ty s . 
There are also poles in x~(q 2) associated with 
even-chirality operators S and located at J =- 1 
- h-s +Y¢· These poles arise from the factor 
r(J +%+ ~(S)) in the coefficient a~(S), Eq. (4.12). 
However, the residue r 1 at such a pole has only 
an i=3 component and23 [J( 1 JI53k+f( 2JM 3k]Ji'1 =0, so 
there is no corresponding pole in G(J). [The lead-
ing poles that do occur in G(J) because of poles in 
the coefficients a~(S) are located near J =- 2.] 
We now turn to the poles in G(J) that arise from 
a divergence of the integral at large q 2 • The terms 
in the wave function that are largest as q 2 - oo arise 
from the twist-two even-chirality operators 
S=iiiY5{'Yil' · · ·il1}ifi. These behave like 
x~(q 2)- L a~(S)C~(S)q- 3 -r 8 + 2 y~ -J (5.6) 
8 
[see Eq. (4.11)]. Thus the large-q2 part of the in-
tegral G~J) behaves like 
Therefore G(J) has "short distance" poles at 
(5. 7) 
where S and S' are any two of the twist-two opera-
tors ijjy 5{y l'a ~' · · ·a )ifi. 
There are a few other mechanisms that could 
produce poles in G(J), but do not. We have dis-
cussed divergences in the integration as q2- oo. 
One might also imagine that the integration be-
comes divergent at some finite value q2 of q2 as ,J 
takes on so me particular value J. However, this 
would mean that x.~(q 2) has a previously undis-
covered singularity in the J plane-a possibility 
that we have assumed does not occur. There re-
mains the possibility of a divergence coming from 
the q2- 0 end of the integration. Inspection of the 
representation (2.15) of x~(q2 ) suggests that x~(q 2) 
behaves like qL as q- 0, where L equals the num-
ber of q~''s in the basis function G~ (L =J fori= 1, 2, 
L =J- 1 fori= 3, L =J + 1 for i = 4). This gives a 
leading small-q behavior of the integrand in G(J) 
of q 2J+ 3 and thus a.: apparent pole at J=- 2. Sim-
ilar poles would appear to occur at other negative 
integer values of J. However, recall the Lorentz 
reflection symmetry properties of the wave func-
tions, Eq. (2.23). These say, for instance, that 
x.:N(q2) =- x1-2(q 2) for integer N. Since x1-2(q 2) has 
a q2 dependence of qN-2 instead of q-N as q- 0, we 
conclude that the coefficients of the terms in x~q2 ) 
that are most singular as q2- 0 must have zeros 
at J =- 2,- 3,. . . . These zeros (along with similar 
ones associated with x~ fori= 2, 3, 4) cancel the 
poles in G(J) due to infrared divergences of the in-
tegral. Finally, the apparent poles caused by the 
factors (J + 2)- 1 in the definition of G(J) and (J + 1)-1 
in the matrix d},J+ 1 are canceled by zeros of the 
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wave functions, as one can verify by using the Lor-
entz symmetry relations. 
Modifications for dressed quarks 
In the calculation just presented we have care-
fully analyzed the pion wave function, but we have 
simplified the quark inverse propagator and the 
quark-photon vertex in Fig. 2 by replacing them by (ig +m) and yll, respectively. If the full quark in-
verse propagator and vertex are used one would 
expect the results obtained above to be modified. 
One would also expect the modifications to be small 
in the limit of a small anomalous dimension y ~ of 
the quark field, since in this limit far-off-shell 
quarks behave almost like bare quarks. 
The pion form factor, including a dressed quark 
propagator and vertex, can be analyzed by using 
conformal invariance to determine the relevant be-
havior of the propagator and vertex and then using 
a modified version of the calculation presented 
above to extract the leading terms inF(Q2 ) as Q2 - 00 • 
Since this analysis requires a large effort to pro-
duce a miniscule modification of the results, we 
content ourselves here with a statement of the mod-
ified results. A sketch of part of the required an-
alysis is presented in the Appendix. 
The quark-photon vertex is effectively modified 
by an extra factor (momentum)-2Y~ when two or all 
three of its legs are far off shell. The quark in-
verse propagator is also modified by an extra fac-
tor (momentum)-2 Y"' when it is far off shell. Con-
sider first the "wave function" pole terms in F(;i). 
These terms were Fs- (Q2V with J given in Eq. 
(5. 5) by J =- 1- irs, as determined by the behav-
ior of the loop integrand when (P +q)2 - ""· These 
terms are now modified by an extra factor (Q2)-Y~ 
from the vertex, giving 
F s (Q2) = const x (Q 2)- 1 -r 8 1 2-r~. (5.8) 
Second, consider the "short-distance pole" terms 
F 88 , - ({iV with J given by Eq. (5. 7): J =- 1 + 2y~ 
- ty s - h 3 , , as determined by the behavior of the 
loop integrand when all legs are far off shell. 
These terms are now modified by extra factors 
(Q2)-Y~ from the vertex and (Q2 )-Y!/J from the inverse 
propagator, giving 
F ss ,(Q2) = const x (Q 2)- 1 -r s / 2 -r s r/ 2 • (5.9) 
VI. CONCLUSION 
We have analyzed the leading terms in the asymp-
totic expansion of the pion form factor and found 
terms of two types. 
First, there are "short distance" terms connect-
ed with the large-q2 behavior of the loop integra-
tion. One such term is associated with each pair 
of operators S and 3' chosen from among the twist-
two traceless symmetric operators ljly 5y a<P, 
iP"rs{Yaa 8ay}<P, ...• The corresponding term is 
F 85 ,(Q2) = const x (Q2)-1 -r .s / 2 -r 8 '1 2 , (6.1) 
where y 8 and y 8 , are the anomalous dimensions 
of S and S', respectively. 
Second, there are "wave-function pole" terms 
associated with poles in the complex 0(4) J plane 
of the pion wave function. There is one such term 
for each of the twist-two operators enumerated 
above: 
F s (Q2 ) = constx (Q 2 )- 1 -r 8 12 -r ~. (6.2) 
Here y"' is the anomalous dimension of the quark 
field <J;(x) and, again, y s is the anomalous dimen-
sion of S. 
We can conclude that, as long as anomalous di-
mensions are small, the pion form factor behaves 
roughly like (Q 2)- 1 for large Q2 • A more detailed 
conclusion can be reached if we assume (1) that as 
one chooses operators S with higher and higher 
spin, y 8 - 2y"',24(2) that, as suggested by the ladder 
model/1 Ys > 2y"' for these operators S, and (3) that 
y >P >0. 25 On these assumptions the contributions 
from high-spin operators dominate the form fac-
tor. As long as the sum of these terms is abso-
lutely convergent, one may conclude that the form 
factor falls off at least as fast as (Q2)- 1 - 2r~ and 
that it does not fall off faster than (Q 2)- 1 - 2 r!/J -•, 
for any positive E. 
These results can be compared with those of 
Callan and Gross3 and of Menotti. 4 Callan and 
Gross obtained F(Q2)- (Q 2)- 1 -r s 12 -r.p, where S 
was the leading odd-chirality operator, ijiy 5<j;. This 
and similar terms would indeed be present except 
that, as first pointed out by Menotti, the coeffi-
cient of these terms happens to vanish. [See Eq. 
(5.4).] Menotti then argued that the short-distance 
term corresponding to the operator ify 5<j; would 
dominate the form factor. Since this operator has 
twist three, the corresponding short-distance 
term is F(Q2)- (Q2)- 2 -r 3 • Our analysis differs 
from that of Menotti by including the twist-two 
even-chirality operators ijiy5yll<J;, ••• , which, it 
turns out, provide the dominant terms in the form 
factor. 26 
The result obtained here also agrees approxi-
mately with the dimensional counting rule27 that the 
form factor of a bound state of n quarks should be-
have like (Q2) 1 -". 
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APPENDIX: MODIFICATIONS FOR DRESSED QUARKS 
In the main text we made use of a bare quark 
propagator (it/ +m) and a bare quark-photon vertex 
yl.l. In this Appendix we will sketch, with some 
glaring lapses in rigor, the modifications that are 
necessary when one uses a dressed-quark inverse 
propagator and vertex. 
The dressed inverse propagator has the simple 
form 
(Al) 
In order to compute the "short distance" terms in 
the asymptotic expansion of the pion form factor, 
we need to know the form of SF - 1(q) as q 2 - co. 
Conformal invariance25 at large q 2 dictates 
(A2) 
in this limit. 
The dressed quark-photon vertex is not so sim-
ple. Let us call the (amputated) vertex rl.l(k'", It), 
where k'u is the momentum of the final quark and 
It is the momentum of the initial quark. Lorentz 
invariance and parity allow us to write r1.1 in terms 
of twelve form factors 28 : 
r,..(k'", It) =y"f 1 + ~k''r 2 + ~' k"f 3 
+ ~k'r 4 +~I kl'r 5 + ~lyl.l{if 6 
+ kllj 7 + kl'r 8 +al.l Ukuf 9 +aJ.IUk~f 10 
+aa 8k~k 8kllj 11 +aa 8k~k 8 k''r 12 • (A3) 
The form factors are functions of k 12 , k2 , and Q2 , 
where Qu = k 1u - It. 
As we will see, the only information about r1.1 
that is relevant for us is its dependence on Q2 and 
k2 when Q2 and k2 are large but k' 2 is finite, its 
dependence on Q 2 and k'2 when these variables are 
large and k2 is finite, and its dependence on all 
three variables when all three are large. We will 
assume that this information is correctly given by 
the conformally invariant vertex for two spinor 
fields and a conserved current,r~. The conformal 
vertex has been given by Todorov. 25 In momentum 
space it is 
(A4) 
where C and D are constants not fixed by conformal invariance. [The derivation of Eq. (A4) involves the 
assumption that r~ contains an odd number of y matrices. Terms in r1.1 containing an even number of y 
matrices are smaller by a factor of (mass)/ (momentum) in the large- momentum limit in perturbation theo-
ry.] One can extract the limiting behavior of the form factors fn from (A4) when needed by introducing 
Feynman parameters. 
Let us consider now the contribution to the pion form factor from the term yiJj 1 in r1.1. We will treat this 
term as an example; the analysis of the other terms is similar in general method. We define the Mellin 
transform off 1 : 
11 (sl' s' r) = J ~ dk12(k12)s'-1 J ~ dk2(kz)s -1 J ~ dQz(Q2t -1 f 1 (k'z' kz' Qz). 
0 0 0 
(A5) 
The Mellin transform J 1 can be presumed initially to be analytic in 0 < Res 1 < E , 0 < Res < E , 0 < Re r < E 
for some small E. We will discuss the singularity structure of J 1 in more detail shortly. The inversion 
of the Mellin transform is 
(A6) 
where 0 < a < E • 
Let us substitute yiJj 1 for yl.l in the loop integral (3.4) for the pion form factor, with/ 1 given by Eq. (A6) 
and the s', s, and r integrations brought to the outside of the loop integration, to be done at the very end 
of the calculation. We also substitute the dressed-quark inverse propagator (Al) for [it/ +m ]. This gives 
(A7) 
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where 
FA (Q2 f ) 2i (Q2)-T 
,s ,s,r =-Q2+M2 
X{" q 3dq f d!l Tr{l'((q +P) 2 ]-8x(q" +P" ,q")[iq'A(q2 ) + B(q2)] x(q", q" +P'")[(q +P ') 2]-s'}. 
(AS) 
This expression for F(Q 2 ; s', s, r) is nearly identical to the original expression (3.4) for F(Q2). The dif-
ferences are the following: 
(1) There is an overall factor (Q2)-r. 
(2) The quark inverse propagator is modified, resulting in an extra factor (q 2 )-"YI/J at large q 2 • 
(3) The wave function xis modified to an effective wave function X err= [(q +P)2 ]-sx. From X err one can 
form partial-wave amplitudes x~(q 2) err as before [see Eq. (2. 7)]. The J -plane poles of x~(q2 ) err tell how 
X err falls off as (q +P) 2 - oo, Therefore a pole of x~(q 2) that was located at J =J(S, n) is now moved to 
J=J(S,n)- s. At fixedJ and large q 2 , XJ(q 2 ) falls off faster than XJ(q 2 ) by a factor (q 2)-8 • 
(4) The wave function xis similarly modified by a factor [(q +P 1) 2 ]-s', so that its J-plane poles and pow-
er behavior at large q 2 are shifted by an amounts'. 
If one now repeats the calculation in Sees. Ill and V, one finds that the asymptotic expansion of 
F(Q 2 ;s 1 ,s,r) for large Q2 is modified by small shifts in the powers of Q2 that occur. The leading "short 
distance" terms in the expansion previously had the form 
F~~> ,(Q2) = g (Q2)-' +2Y,p-Y 8 /2 -y 3 ,/2, 
where g is a constant [see Eq. (5. 7)]. These terms now become 
(A9) 
(The coefficient g is now a function of s', s, and r, reflecting the dependence of the effective wave func-
tions on s and s' and on J, which has been set equal to - 1 +y"'- Ys /2 -y s ,/2- S 1 - s- r.) The leading 
"wave-function pole" terms previously had the form 
F(O) (Q2) =h (Q2)-l -Y s /2 
ss 
[see Eq. (5.5)]. These now become 
(A10) 
The pion form factor is given by Eq. (A 7) as an integral of the product ofF 8 (Q 2 ; s', s, r) and the Mellin 
transform of the quark form factor. Let us consider the contribution from one of the "short distance" 
terms inF3 (Q 2 ;s1 ,s,r) given in Eq. (A9): 
(All) 
The s 1 , s, and r integrations initially run parallel to, and just to the right of, the imaginary s 1 , s, and r 
axes. The integral as it stands falls off at least as fast as Q 2 to the power- Res'- Res- Rer;this mani-
fest rate of falloff can be increased by moving the integration contours to the right until a pole of the inte-
grand is encountered. 
The location of the leading pole in f 1 (s 1 s, r) as s 1 + s + r increases tells how f 1 (k 12 , k2 , Q2 ) falls off as k' 2 , 
k 2 , and Q2 become large with k' 2/Q 2 and k 2/Q 2 fixed. In this limit we expectj 1 to behave like the conform-
ally invariant/~ calculated from the conformally invariant vertex function r~, Eq. (A4). In order to make 
the analysis as clear as possible, let us adopt a definite model for f 1(k 12 , k2 , <? 2) tlra.t approaches f~ for 
large momenta, has good enough infrared behavior so that its Mellin transform exists, and is simple 
enough so that its Mellin transform is exactly calculable: 
(A12) 
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This model f 1 is the same as the conformally in-
variant function f~ except for the term z 1Z 21\2 in the 
denominator. This term improves the infrared be-
havior of the model f 1 by making it finite at k'2 = k2 
= Q2 = 0, as one would expect for the true farm fac-
tor f 1• 
The Mellin transform of the model / 1 is 
j 1(s', s, r) =r (y~-s'-s-r)r(s')r(s)r(r)(J\ 2)s'+s +r-y~ 
xr(l-y~ + s')r(l-y~+ s)r(l +y~ -s -s') 
xr(2 -y\ll)- 1r(l+y\ll)- 1 • (A13) 
We see that j 1 is analytic inside a tetrahedron in 
(Res',Res,Rer) space with sides at Res'=O, 
Res =0, Re r= 0, andRes' +Res +Rer=yiP as in-
dicated in Fig. 3. 
Returning now to Eq. (All), we move the inte-
gration contours to the largest value of Res'+ R.e s 
+ Re r attainable before encountering a singularity, 
that is, to Res' +Res +Rer<==yiP. We then move, 
say, the r integral past the pole at s + s' + r = y ¢• 
picking up a residue term 
(A14) 
and leaving a background integral that manifestly 
falls off faster then the residue term as Q2 - ""· 
(We have neglected mentioning the singularities 
of the factor g(s', s, r) in Eq. (All). This factor 
can be expected to have a pole at s'=y~-Ys ./2, 
since at this value of s' the "short distance" pole 
of the effective function G(J), Eq. (3.11), at J =- 1 
+y~ -y 3 /2 -y 3 ,/2- s'- s- rand the "wave func-
tion" pole at J =- 1-y 3 /2- s- r coincide. We can 
simply choose not to move the s' contour past this 
pole.] 
The contribution to F(Q2) from one of the "wave-
function pole" terms, Eq. (AlO), in F(Q 2 ; s', s, r) 
can be analyzed in a similar manner. We begin 
with 
F s (Q2) = (Qz)-1 -Y s /2(2rri)-3 
X J ds'ds drh(s', s, r)(Q2)-r -sf 1(s', s, r). 
(A15) 
Here we want to increase Re s + Re r as much as 
possible, moving near the edge of the tetrahedron 
in Fig. 3. If we then move, say, the r contour 
*This research was supported in part by the U. S. Ener-
gy Research and Development Administration and in 
part by the National Science Foundation under Grant 
No. MPS 75-22514. 
1J. S. Ball and F. Zachariasen, Phys. Rev. 170, 1541 
FIG. 3. Region of analyticity of the Mellin transform 
of the quark form factor. 
past the pole ofj 1 at s' + s + r=y!P we obtain a back-
ground integral plus a dominant residue term: 
- (Q2)-1 -y s /2(2rri)-2 
x J ds'dsh(s',s,y!P-s'-s)(Q 2 )-YJt.+s' 
x r=J!'=-~· _) ,(s',s,r). 
(This residue term can be thought of as represent-
ed by a point in Fig. 3 on the surface Res'+ Res 
+Rer=yiP.) We can now increase the manifest rate 
of falloff of the residue term by moving the s' con-
tour to the left, past the pole of Res j at s' = 0. 
This gives a background integral plus a double 
residue term: 
(Q2)-' -Y S /2(Q2)-Y ~~ 
2rrt 
x J dsh(O,s,y\ll-s)~~~r=y~~~._) 1 (s',s,r). 
The background integrals fall off faster than the 
double residue term, so we have as Q2 - co 
(A16) 
This completes the analysis of the contribution of 
the quark form factor f 1 to the pion form factor. 
The analysis of the other form factors is similar 
in spirit, although one must do some additional 
trace algebra in order to handle the more compli-
cated spinor structure that accompanies these 
other form factors. Analysis of the other form 
factors leaves the results Eq. (A14) and Eq. (A16) 
unchanged (including the cancellation of the wave-
function pole term from the odd-chirality opera-
tors). 
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